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Matthew 12:33-37 

 
33. “’Either make the tree good and its fruit good, or 

make the tree bad and its fruit bad; for the tree is known 

by its fruit. 

34. ‘You brood of vipers, how can you, being evil, speak 

what is good?  For the mouth speaks out of that which 

fills the heart. 

35. ‘The good man brings out of his good treasure what is 

good; and the evil man brings out of his evil treasure what 

is evil. 

36. ‘But I tell you that every careless word that people 

speak, they shall give an accounting for it in the day of 

judgment. 

37. ‘For by your words you will be justified, and by your 

words you will be condemned.’” 

 

 In this passage Jesus underlines the importance of 

words, even to the effect that the words we have spoken 

will either justify or condemn us on the day of judgment. 

 I remember as a young school boy learning a little 

rhyme; that went something like this:  “Sticks and stones 

may break my bones, but words will never hurt me.”  But 

according to Jesus, nothing could be further from the 

truth!  And anyone who has lived very long at all will 



 

 

agree that words can indeed hurt, but positive words can 

also bring healing and refreshment.  So the bottom line is 

that we must choose our words carefully. 

 Which brings me to another childhood memory; 

reading Dr. Suess books, and especially the story of the 

Grinch who stole Christmas.  As I recall, the Grinch hated 

the idea of Christmas.  So he stole all the children’s 

presents in town.  The upshot was that the people, and 

especially the children, came to find the true meaning of 

Christmas.  And that had to do less with physical stuff, 

and more to do with joy and personal relationships. 

 Well, old Dr. Suess’s story of the Grinch may be 

somewhat prophetic, as we have seen this Christmas.  

Corporate America has decided to do away with the 

Christian concept of Christmas, while still keeping the 

gift buying part.  They have eliminated by common 

consent and action the word “Christmas” from all 

advertising and substituted the word “holiday.”  Instead of 

“Merry Christmas” we see and hear only “Happy 

Holidays,” instead of “Christmas trees” we have “holiday 

trees,” which sounds like “bah humbug” to me!  

Essentially they have removed the birthday boy from the 

celebration, and expect us to still buy the gifts.  Very 

clever indeed! 

 True, in America, retailers as well as presidents have 

the privilege to choose their own words.  And we, the 

voting, buying public each have the opportunity to decide 

who we will support and do business with.  Therefore, I 



 

 

would like to thank Snappy’s Sport Center for the words 

on their big sign at the intersection of US 2 and highway 

35, which reads: “Happy Holidays--no no no, Merry 

Christmas--yes yes yes.” 

 Well, as for me and my family, we will serve the 

Lord.  That means one of our daughters will not receive 

the gift she really wanted, for we choose to boycott the 

only retailer in town that has affordable pillow furniture.  

But we, and especially our children, now understand 

Jesus’ words in Luke 9:25 and 26 more fully: “For what is 

a person profited if he gains the whole world and loses or 

forfeits his soul.  For whoever is ashamed of Me or My 

words, the Son of Man will be ashamed of him when He 

comes in His glory.” 

 Merry Christmas to all, and to all God’s light.  


